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In this work we have carried outab initio electronic structure calculations, CASSCF/CASPT2 and
CASSCF/MRCI-SD1Q with several Pople’s and correlation-consistent Dunning’s basis sets, of the
planar cis- and trans-NO dimers for the lowest eight electronic~singlet and triplet! states. The
geometry, frequencies, dipole moment, binding energy, and vertical excitation energies are
predicted with an accuracy close to or even better than the best reportedab initio previous results
for some of these properties, and in very good agreement with the available experimental data.
CASPT2 optimized geometries show the existence of at least four shallow NO-dimers~i.e., two
cis-~NO!2 (
1A1 and
3B2! and twotrans-~NO!2 (
1Ag and
3Au!!, although CASSCF optimization with
CASPT2 pointwise calculations indicate the existence of other less stable dimers, on the excited
states. Vertical excitation energies were calculated for these four dimers. For thecis-NO dimer, the







3B1! are very similar to those found in a recent MRCI-SD study. The singletcis-NO
dimer (1A1) is the most stable one in almost quantitative accord with the experimental data, and in
disagreement with previous density functional theory studies. A nonplanar transition state for the
singlet trans ↔ cis isomerization has also been fully characterized. This leads to an almost
negligible energy barrier which would originate a rapid isomerization to the most stablecis-NO
dimer at low temperatures, in accord with the experimental difficulties to measure the properties of
the trans-NO dimer. Not only are basis set superposition error corrections necessary to evaluate
accurately the binding energies, but also to determine the NN distance of these symmetrical dimers.
Some problems regarding the symmetry of the wave function were found for the symmetrical NO
dimers and for the NO1NO asymptote, and several approximate solutions were proposed. ©2000

















The NO(2P) molecule is a small and stable free radic
which shows a great tendency to form relatively stable n
tral dimers with a binding energy larger than those of
typical van der Waals dimers.1,2 These dimers are involve
in many different chemical processes as will be summari
below.
There have been many experimental studies ma
aimed at determining the structure of the planar symmetr
cis-~NO!2 structure ~C2v symmetry! and its spectroscopic
constants in gas, liquid, solid-phase, and in matrix-isola
environments (Ar,N2,CCl4,...). Thus, infrared~IR! and Ra-
man spectroscopy in gas-phase,3–6 solid-phase,7 and in iso-








lated argon matrices8 of 14NO–14NO and its isotopomers
~with 15N or 18O! have yielded abundant data about the
brational frequencies, force fields, geometry (RNN
52.2630(12) Å,RNO51.1515(3) Å, /ONN597.17(5)°)
4
and binding energies (D051.8– 2.3 kcal/mol). Pulsed mo
lecular beam and Doppler profile analysis techniques9,10have
been used to measure the IR photodissociation spectra
product state distributions, and the predissociation lifetim
of vibrationally excitedcis-nitric oxide dimer. The LIF/sub-
Doppler study of the vector correlations in the UV~193 nm!
photodissociation of the gas-phase NO dimer has shown
the planarcis-~NO!2 dissociates producing electronically e
cited NO fragments, keeping its planarity.11,12
Microwave and radiofrequency spectroscopies13–16 have
confirmed the IR structural parameters for the planarcis-NO
dimer and have assumed that the ground electronic state
singlet state. A single determination of its electric dipo
















































6609J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 State of nitric oxide dimermoment (0.17120(2)D) has been also done.13
The IR spectroscopic study of the dissociation const
of
NO~2P!1NO~2P!⇔~NO!2, ~1!
in a nitrogen matrix17 gives a value of Kc52.2
31019molecule•cm3 which does not change between 24 a
32 K. This value is smaller than the value measured by
sorption spectroscopy in the gas-phase~Kc5(362)
31021molecule•cm3 at 100 K!.18 Therefore, it was con-
cluded that the effect of the solvation in the matrix on t
binding energy of the dimer should be lower than 10%.
Experimental information about thetrans-NO dimer is
very scarce, possibly due to its much lower stability. Th
some weak IR active bands have been found in nitrogen8,17
and argon8 matrix experiments, which could be assigned
the trans-NO dimer. A value of the ratio Ncis /Ntrans'4.85
~almost constant within the 24–32 K range! has been derived
from IR spectroscopy in N2 matrix.
17
Experimental studies have been carried out about
photodissociation dynamics of adsorbed NO dimers on s
eral surfaces, such as Ag~111!,19 Pd~111!,20 MgF2 ~Ref. 21!,
or LiF~001!,22,23 at different wavelengths~193–270 nm!:
~NO!2 ~ad!→NO~X 2P!1NO~A 2S1 orB 2P!. ~2!
They have shown energy distributions that can be ratio
ized by assuming different equilibrium geometries betwe
the ground and excited states of the adsorbed NO dim
Moreover, the NO dimer adsorbed on the Ag~111! presents a




with an apparent activation energy of 1.7 kcal/mol and a l
preexponential factor of 3500 s21 in the 70–90 K interval.
This fast surface reaction via the NO dimer contrasts with
corresponding endothermic gas-phase reaction, which h
very high activation energy and possibly takes place wit






is only accessible at very high temperatures~Ea
526.6 kcal•mol21 in the 1200–4100 K range!.26,27
The transient formation of~NO!2 collision complexes
derived fromcis- or trans-dimers can facilitate theV–T en-
ergy transfer in the vibrational self-relaxation
NO(X 2P;v) molecules at low temperatures~7–85 K!:
NO~v53!1NO~v50!→NO~v8,3!1NO~v850!. ~5!
In these conditions it is proposed that only the lowest sing
and triplet surfaces can be accessed adiabatically and th
fore can give place to the transient collision complexe28
The same surfaces~four singlet states and four triplet state!














collisions, although with a different distribution of initia
states. Thus, an influence in the rotationally inelastic co
sions of NO(X 2P1/2) is also expected:
29
NO~v50,j <2.5!1NO~v50,j <2.5!
→NO~v850,j 8!1NO~v950,j 9!. ~6!
At very highly vibrationally excited NO(v@1) the self-
relaxation rate constants increase 200 times with respec
NO(v51) and a large isotope effect is observed.30 This un-
usual fast increase may be due to the predicted high en
~NO!2 isomer complexes
31,32 which become accessible i
this energy regime.
It has also been proposed thatcis- and trans-NO dimers
can form metastable open-chain oligomers at extre
pressures.33
From a theoretical point of view, the NO dimers ha
been widely studied by different density functional theo
~DFT! andab initio quantum chemistry methods. Neverth
less, these studies have usually supplied only partial d
about the properties of some isomers of the NO dimer. Th
the first studies at anab initio SCF level gave too short NN
distances and ascribed less stability tocis- than trans-NO
dimer.34–36 Semiempirical calculations~MNDO or AM1!33
gave also rather poor results, although AM1 indicated t
cis- was more stable thantrans-dimer. Correlation treatment
@e.g., MP2, CPF, or CCSD37 and QCISD~T! or CCSD~T!#38
were necessary to produce longer NN distances in be
agreement with the experimental values. Accurate multir
erence CI~MRCI! calculations based in CASSCF molecul
orbitals ~MO! have been recently performed in order to o
tain reliable geometries and binding energies of thecis-NO
dimer. Thus, Rooset al.39 have carried out MRCI and ACPF
calculations with extended atomic natural orbital~ANO! ba-
sis sets, including also the effect of the basis set superp
tion error~BSSE! and additional effects, such as the corre
tion of core electrons and relativistic corrections. Their b
calculation gives an optimal geometry ofRNN52.284 Å,
RNO51.149 Å, and/NNO596.1° and a binding energy
~i.e., De! equal to 3.3 kcal/mol, values close to the expe
mental ones. East40 has investigated the 16 electronic stat
arising from NO(X 2P)1NO(X 2P) and NO1(X 1S1)
1NO2(X 3S2) asymptotes of thetrans- andcis-NO dimers
using variousab initio levels of theory@MRCI, CCSD~T!,...#.
The results suggest that only the ground singlet state sh
have a minimum@cis-~NO!2# below the NO1NO asymptote.
However, only vertical energies without geometrical optim
zation were calculated.
Numerous recent DFT studies41–46 have tried to derive
the geometry of thecis- andtrans-NO dimers, but they have
been unable to predict properly and simultaneously, the
ometry and the binding energy of thecis-NO dimer, and its
relative stability in comparison with thetrans-NO dimer.
Thus, Cantyet al.45 found a stability of thecis-NO dimer
with respect to thetrans-NO dimer within the range 3.2–5.4
kcal/mol depending on the DFT method, and an estimate
the energy barriertrans→cis of about 1.9 kcal/mol at the
local spin density approximation~LSDA! level. All func-








































































6610 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Sayós et al.longer NN distances and smaller/ONN bond angles than
the trans-NO dimer, although in all cases the NN distanc
were smaller than the experimental ones. Binding ener
were not reported. Salahubet al.46 have performed a DFT
study including BSSE corrections and they concluded an
expected greater stability for the triplet state in bothcis- and
trans-NO dimers at their fully optimized geometries, in cle
disagreement with the assumption made in most of the
cedingab initio and DFT studies. They suggest that a m
ture of singlet and triplet NO dimers could be found in t
experimental environment.
Low-energycis- and trans-ONON planar isomers hav
also been studied byab initio40 and DFT methods41 in their
lowest singlet and triplet states, showing less stability th
the corresponding ONNO dimers. However, major attent
has been paid to the study of high-energy N2O2 isomers~ap-
proximately 40–80 kcal/mol above NO(X 2P)1NO(X 2P)!
that could have potential application in developing new
ergetic materials for use in high specific impulse fuels. S
eral experiments~e.g., molecular beam stimulated emissi
pumping,30,47 or photoelectron spectroscopy of the N2O2
2
anion!48 provide indirect evidence for the possible existen
of this kind of isomers. Much more effort has been dedica
to their theoretical study.Ab initio31–32,49–53studies have al-
lowed the characterization of several cyclic~C2v , D2h , and
Cs!, and other planar~e.g., asymmetric OONN! or nonplanar
~e.g., C2v butterfly-like! isomers that could be involved i
reactions such as O(3P,1D) with N2O or N(
2D,2P)1NO2.
The aim of this work is to present anab initio study that
can furnish the main properties of thecis- and trans-NO
dimers ~i.e., geometry, vibrational frequencies, electric d
pole moment, binding energy, vertical energies,..! and also
information about the trans↔cis isomerization, all at the
same level of theory and with a general good agreement
the available experimental data. Moreover, the calculation
the first excited states~ inglets and triplets! can allow a clari-
fication whether the singlet or the triplet state is the grou
state of these dimers at the optimized geometries of the l
est singlet and triplet states.
II. METHODOLOGY
The NO dimers have been studied usingab initio elec-
tronic structure methods employing complete active sp
self-consistent field~CASSCF! wave functions. Two kinds
of wave functions were used. The description of the act
spaces in the~NO!2 species can be done in terms of t
orbital structure of the NO monomers. The electronic co












0, where the character of each of the m
lecular orbitals is indicated. Some unoccupied orbitals
also indicated because they facilitate the following expla
tion on the active spaces chosen for the CASSCF wave fu
tions. The first one, denoted as~14, 12! ~i.e., 14 active elec-
trons distributed in 12 active orbitals with the appropria
symmetry and spin!, arises from the seven NO electrons
the s2pz , p2p , p2p8 and p2p* plus the unoccupiedp2p8* and





















combination of two of these orbitals, one taken from ea
NO monomer. The~18, 14! active space is constructed from
this smaller active space by simply adding the four electr
and two orbitals deriving from the two electrons in thes2s*
orbital of each one of the monomers, which is mainly of
atomic type.
Second-order multiconfigurational perturbation theo
~CASPT2! has been used to compute the dynamic correla
energy.54,55 The zeroth-order wave function was th
CASSCF one in all the calculations. All the elements of t
Fock matrix were included in the calculations~PT2F! instead
of the less accurate although cheaper choice of conside
only the diagonal terms~PT2D!. The G2 correction56 to the
Fock matrix, which produces a balanced treatment of b
open-shell and closed-shell configurations, was included
all the calculations. Several tests of our own on element
reactions involving N and O~e.g., O(1D)1N2O,N(
4S,2D)
1O2,...! showed that this correction gave good results wh
compared with the experimental data. In fact, the validity
the CASPT2 method, which is essentially size consistent,
been widely illustrated in several reviews.56–60Thus, equilib-
rium geometries are predicted with an accuracy better t
0.01 Å for bond distances and 0°–2° for bond angles. T
excitation and dissociation energies compare very well~i. .,
in most cases below 1 kcal/mol! with the corresponding FC
and MRCI values, and also with the experimental value56
once the G correction~G1, G2 or G3! along with saturated
basis sets and all active valence electrons are considere
Three kinds of cartesian Gaussian basis sets were
ployed in this study for oxygen and nitrogen: the stand
6-31G(d), 6-311G(2d), and 6-311G1(2d) basis sets of
Pople and co-workers.61–63 The standard correlation
consistent (cc-pVnZ,n5D,T,Q) basis sets of Dunning an
co-workers64 were also used. The first basis sets have b
used in DFT42–44 and ab initio31,32,49studies of several NO
dimers with good results. The Dunning’s correlatio
consistent basis sets have produced excellent results in
ferent benchmark calculations~e.g., for the binding energy
and the structure of the HF dimer!65 and also in the study o
excited states of various NO dimers.40 The basis sets were
obtained from the extensible computational chemistry en
ronment basis set database, version 1.0, as developed
distributed by the Molecular Science Computing Facility66
All our calculations were carried out using theMOLCAS 4.1
quantum chemistry program package.67
All the stationary points have been characterized at
CASSCF level of calculation using analytic gradients a
numerical Hessian matrix. Harmonic frequencies were ca
lated for the most abundant isotopes~14N and 16O!. Never-
theless, at the CASPT2 level, the geometrical optimizat
and the calculation of the harmonic frequencies were p
formed fitting different sets of pointwise calculations b
means of theSURVIBTM code.68 Around 60 CASPT2 points
were calculated in different geometries~C2v , Cs , or C2! in
the vicinity of the chosen stationary point~i.e., small incre-
ments<0.01 Å or 1°!. Additional points were added unti
convergence was achieved in the geometry, energy, and
monic frequencies derived by means of the least-squares





























2129.352 450 1.1678 119.96~135.98! 2.74 1915.1 0.1728 1.089 1.00
/6-311G(2d) 2129.391 802 1.1586 122.63~140.20! 2.70 1887.1 0.2299 1.258 0.82
/cc-pVTZ 2129.401 372 1.1563 123.61~ 48.77! 2.73 1908.3 0.2267 1.229 0.99
CASSCF~9,7!
/6-311G(2d)
2129.397 689 1.1606 126.32~141.29! 2.68 1877.6 0.1865 1.258 0.84
/cc-pVTZ 2129.407 198 1.1583 128.04~149.83! 2.71 1895.7 0.1836 1.302 0.90
CASPT2~9,7!
/6-311G(2d)
2129.695 025 1.1598 141.27 2.65 1856.7c 0.1538 1.283 0.881
Experimentald ¯ 1.1508 152.53e 2.72 1904.204f 0.1574g 1.73 0.85
aDissociation energy with respect to N(4S)1O(3P) at 20 Å. The CASPT2 energies at the CASSCF geomet
are given in parentheses.
bHarmonic zero-point vibrational energy.





eThe experimentalDe value modified to eliminate the spin–orbit coupling~not included in the theoretica
calculations! is almost coincident~152.58 kcal/mol!.







































markpansion in the distances@Simons–Parr–Finlan~SPF!
expansions#69,70 and in the bond angles and the dihed






Once the stationary point was located, the potential ene
was reexpanded in a Taylor series polynomial of the nor
mode vectors, and finally, perturbation theory was used
determine the spectroscopic constants.
Some single point uncontracted multireference SD
~MRCI! calculations with the inclusion of the Davidson co
rection~Q! based on the same CASSCF MOs were also p
formed to compare with the CASPT2 results~see details in
the next section!. Moreover, some DFT optimizations wer
also carried out to compare with other results from the
erature~see last section!.
The permanent dipole moment (me) and the parallel
(a i) and perpendicular (a') components of the dipole po
larizability were calculated for the NO monomer. Dipole m
ments were also determined for the NO dimers. These e
tric properties can be determined numerically by calculat
the total energy~E! at different values of an uniform externa
electric field~F!.65,71The dipole moment and the polarizab
ity components were evaluated using first- and second-o
numerical derivatives of the energy~two- and three-point




2 FW aFW , ~8!
where the subscript refers to the property atF50. It was











different values ofF, where it was chosen with step
<60.002 a.u. gave the same results as the direct nume
differentiation at a single value ofF.
For the accurate calculation of intermolecular intera
tions usingab initio methods it is necessary to include th
basis set superposition error~BSSE! because the differen
number of basis functions in each unit originates an unb
anced treatment of the monomer and the dimer. The stan
counterpoise ~CP! correction proposed by Boys an




and the binding energy~BE! was calculated as
BE5De523ENO
opt2EONNO, ~10!
where the superscripts ‘‘opt’’ and ‘‘f’’ denote the individu-
ally optimized and the monomer frozen in its supermolecu
~dimer! geometry, respectively, and the asterisk denotes
monomer calculated with ghost orbitals. Thus, the C
corrected binding energy will be equal to
BECP5BE2BSSE. ~11!
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Calculated properties of the NO monomer
Calculated spectroscopic constants and electric pro
ties of the NO molecule are shown in Table I. The calcula
equilibrium bond lengths at the CASSCF or CASPT2 lev
are quite close to each other and to the corresponding ex
mental value. The dissociation energies differ more from
experimental value. The best value @CASSCF~9,7!/cc-pVTZ#
shows a relative error of about 1.8%. However, a clear
crease in the accuracy is observed when the quality of

























a1 a1 a1 b1 b1 a2
CASSCF~14,12!;
/6-31G(d)
2258.705 373 3.0945 1.1675 88.8 0.3314 0.30~1.66! 0.48 102.3 39.6 1917.6 150.2 1911.2 47
/6-31G(2d) 2258.784 026 3.3082 1.1585 86.8 0.4433 0.26~1.39! 0.39 85.0 31.2 1890.5 113.2 1886.2 41.
CASSCF~18,14!
/6-311G(2d)
2258.795 864 3.0623 1.1603 90.8 0.3483 0.30~1.81! 0.50 97.9 38.0 1876.3 156.6 1868.9 58.
CASPT2~18,14!
/6-311G(2d)d
2259.396 920 2.3271 1.1594 94.5 0.2239 4.31 1.43 275.5 177.9 1849.5 418.0 1788.8
CCSD~T!e
/aug-cc-pVDZ
¯ 2.227 1.169 96.2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 279 201 ¯ 536 ¯ 191
ACPF~2!1BSSE
/ANO@6s5p3d2f # f
¯ 2.284 1.149 96.1 ¯ 3.3 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
CASPT2D~14,12!
/ANO@5s4p3d2 f#g
2259.49 529 2.30 1.152 101.4 ¯ 4.61 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
DFT-B3LYP
/6-311G1(d)h
2259.85 843 1.991 1.149 101.4 ¯ 23.00 ¯ 316 408 1960 721 1797 241
DFT-PLAP1 XC
/6-311G1(d) i
¯ 2.121 1.161 99.76 0.100 8.18~7.78! ¯ 256.4 369.4 1848.0 631.7 1677.8 224.
aBinding energy with respect to NO1NO at 20 Å. The CASPT2 energies are given in parentheses.
bDifference of calculated zero-point vibrational energy between thecis-~NO!2 dimer and the NO1NO asymptotic energy~including nexe when available!.
BE2DZPE5Do is the binding energy of the van der Waals dimer with zero-point vibrational energy corrections.
cHarmonic vibrational frequencies which correspond to: sym. NNO bend, NN str., sym. NO str., asym. NNO bend, asym. NO str. and torsio
respectively. The molecule is lying in theXZ plane, with thez axis as theC2 axis for the (
14N16O)2 dimer.
dHarmonic frequencies and geometry derived by means of an analytical fit of 59ab initio points carried out with theSURVIBTM code~Ref. 68!. An estimate
of the mean relative errors in frequencies~goodness of the fit! gives a value of,5% for the lown i and,1% for the two highestn i .
eReferences 6, 40.
fReference 39.

























estcalculations with correlated molecular wave functions of
atomic molecules~e.g., C2,N2,O2,..! with standard-valence
cc-pVnZ,-aug-cc-pVnZ ~Ref. 77!, or core-valence basis se
cc-pCVnZ.78 The difficulty of describing dissociation ene
gies of simple diatomic molecules can be illustrated by lo
ing at the most accurate calculations@complete basis se
~CBS! limits of full valence CASSCF/IC-MRCI1Q calcula-
tions# reported in the abovementioned references; for
stance, the relative errors found were 0.9% and 1.
~valence-only CBS limits!, or 0.3% and 0.9%~all-electron
CBS limits! for N2 and O2, respectively.
Spectroscopic constants~i.e., ne ,nexe ,ae ,De,Be! were
calculated at the CASPT2 level by fitting 63 computed en







In general, a very good agreement with the experimental d
was obtained. Again, a clear convergence to the experime
fundamental frequencyne is observed when the basis set
improved.
The computed dipole moment at the CASPT2~9,7!/
6-311G~2d) level shows an excellent accord with the expe
mental value. The effects of the dynamic correlation and









other computed spectroscopic constants. The calcul
mean polarizability (ā) and the anisotropy of polarizability
~g!,
ā5 13 ~a i12a'!, g5~a i2a'!, ~13!
are less dependent on the dynamic correlation. A much be
agreement is found ing than inā, although a closer value o
ā to the experimental one~nevertheless, only a single exper
ment is available!76 could be expected with larger cc-pVnZ
basis sets at the CASPT2~9,7! level. In fact, a calculation
with the CASPT2~7,6! method at the optimized
CASSCF~7,6! NO distance ~i.e., 1.1558 Å! with an
ANO@14s9p4d3 f /4s3p2d1 f # ~Ref. 79! basis set gives
much better values:a51.702 Å3 and g50.731 Å3. These
results seem to support the idea concluded in a prev
study of the electric properties of the water molecule in s
eral electronic states71 that the CASPT2 method is capable
providing accurate quantitative data for electric properties
atoms and molecules with acceptable small CASSCF re
ence functions and extended basis sets.
B. Calculated properties of the singlet ground state
for the cis - and trans -NO dimers. Trans ^ cis
isomerization
Table II displays the calculated properties of the low
singlet state (1A1) of the cis-NO dimer at different levels of
theory, and it is also compared with previous theoretical~ab
. NNO
6613J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 State of nitric oxide dimerTABLE III. Experimental data about thecis-NO dimer (1A1).





2.263060.0012 1.151560.003 97.1760.05 ¯
MWb
~gas-phase!
2.23760.002 1.16160.006 99.6 0.4 ¯
MBERc
~gas-phase!




¯ ¯ ¯ 2.0360.11e
FTIRf
~gas-phase!




¯ ¯ ¯ 2.2960.43e
FTIRh
~gas-phase!









239.361 134.503 ¯ 429.140 ¯ 117 ¯
FTIRa
~gas-phase!
258.9 127.2 1868.3 430.0 1789.2 119.2 6.57
RAMANm
~solid-phase!
266 187 1866 214 1762 97 6.28
FTIRn
~Ar-matrix isolation!










iValue corresponding to NO(2P1/2)1NO(
2P1/2).
jFundamental vibrational frequencies which correspond to: sym. NNO bend, NN str., sym. NO str., asym
bend, asym. NO str., and torsion modes, respectively. The molecule is lying in theXZ plane, with thez-axis as
the C2 axis for the (
14N16O!2 dimer.





















si-initio and DFT! studies. Tables III and IV summarize th
most relevant experimental data about this dimer and a
tional theoretical results to be compared with. The CASS
calculations show a very shallowcis-~NO!2 minimum (BE
'0.3 kcal/mol) at very long NN distances~3.1–3.3 Å!. We
note that the addition of diffuse functions yields the struct
with the longest NN distance both at the CASSCF~14,12!
~i.e., 3.67 Å! and CASSCF~18,14! ~i.e., 3.34 Å! levels, de-
creasing also its corresponding BE. There is a strong in
ence of the dynamical correlation energy in the descript
of this minimum as it was pointed out in preceding theor
ical studies~e.g., see Refs. 35, 40!. In fact, a CASSCF~5,5!/
aug-cc-pVDZ optimization was not able to produce a bou
dimer.40 The CASPT2 energies, even at the CASSCF o
mized geometries, indicate a stable minimum~i.e.,









Table V shows the natural orbital occupation numbers
the CASSCF~18,14! level and in Fig. 1 there are depicted th
shapes of the MOs. Thep2p* electron of each NO monome
is distributed between as bonding MO~the 4tha1! and as*
antibonding MO~the 4th b1!. Although the values for the
MOs corresponding to the nitrogen 2s lone pairs~a1 and
b1sLP nonbonding MOs! are quite close to 2, which is th
value assumed at the CASSCF~14,12! level, several impor-
tant changes are appreciated when the highest active spa
used. Thus, in spite of the small change in the CASS
energies, an important shift is produced in the NN distan
~i.e., RNN goes from 3.3108 to 3.0623 Å!. Moreover, at the
CASPT2 level both the BE and the NN distance are a
significantly modified~i.e., RNN goes from 2.3428 to 2.3271
Å!. On the other hand, in a study in progress about ot
high energy symmetrical ONNO minima and several tran
















6614 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Sayós et al.O~1D !1N2O~X
1S1!
→NO~2P!1NO~2P!DH298 K° 5281.4 kcal•mol21,
~14!
TABLE IV. Properties of thecis-NO dimer (1A1) at various levels of theory









/6-311G(2d) 2259.396920 0.2239 4.31~2.53!
/6-3111G(2d) 2259.406569 0.1831 4.04~2.94!
/cc-pVDZ 2259.190276 0.1505 3.98~1.06!
/cc-pVTZ 2259.463724 0.1932 4.34~3.17!
/aug-cc-pVTZ 2259.507708 0.1798 6.31~4.58!







/cc-pVTZ 2259.418382 0.1290 3.46
Experimentalc ¯ 0.171 3.160.3d
aBinding energy (De) with respect to NO1NO at 20 Å. The BECP energies
are given in parentheses.
bMRCI-SD1Q with CASSCF~18,14! molecular orbitals and all 22 valenc
e- correlated. The number of CSFs~in C2v symmetry! were equal to
1 043 446 and 2 106 468 for the two MRCI calculations, respectively.
cReference 13.
dThe experimental value is derived from the data reported in Table III.we have also observed80 that the largest active space is ne
essary to get a correct description of this reaction. Moreo
experimental studies on the NO(v8) vibrational
distributions81 and on the scalar and vector properties of t
NO(v850) ~Ref. 82! produced in this reaction stress th
influence of the NO-dimers on the dynamics of this reacti
Therefore, this active space will be the space mainly u
throughout this study.
The optimized structure and the harmonic frequencies
thecis-NO dimer were determined by means of an analyti
fit of 59 CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G(2d) points. The optimum
geometry compares very well with old experimen
results,13 and differs a bit more in the NN distance derived
a more recent experimental study.4 The inclusion of the
BSSE energy correction in a partial optimization of the N
distance produces a curve~see Fig. 2! than can be fitted by





which furnishes a longer value (RNN52.3678 Å) as could be
expected~e.g., in water dimer the BSSE effect produces
lengthening of the OO distance from 2.931 Å to 3.034 Å
the MP4SDQ~full !/D9511(d,p) ~Ref. 83! in comparison
with an experimental value of 2.946 Å!.
The calculated binding energy has a value close to
most accurate previousab initio studies,39,44and gives better
results than the previous DFT studies.44,46 The CP-correctede
0.885
0.888
0.888TABLE V. Natural orbital occupation numbers and the most important CSFs in the CASSCF~18,14! wave function, and the reference weight in th


































CFSs: 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0.82
2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 20.44
3 2 2 2 2 0 u u 2 2 2 0 0 d d 0.11
4 2 2 2 2 0 u d 2 2 u d 0 2 0 20.067
5 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 u d 0 u d 20.066
6 2 2 2 0 0 u u 2 2 2 2 0 d d 20.057

































CFSs: 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0.74
2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 20.57
3 2 2 2 2 0 u u 2 2 2 0 0 d d 20.097
4 2 2 2 0 0 u u 2 2 2 2 0 d d 0.074
5 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 u d 0 u d 0.063
6 2 2 2 2 0 u d 2 2 u d 0 2 0 20.063
n. occupation 1.993 1.977 1.974 1.264 0.028 1.926 0.080 1.992 1.974 1.976 0.782 0.028 1.926 0.081
TS-~NO!2
C2-(
1A) a a a a a a a b b b b b b b Coef.
Ref.
weight:
CFSs: 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0.71
2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 20.60
3 2 2 2 2 0 u u 2 2 2 0 0 d d 0.094
4 2 u 2 2 0 2 u 2 2 2 d 0 d 0 0.062
5 2 2 2 0 0 u u 2 2 2 2 0 d d 20.078
6 2 2 2 2 0 u d 2 2 u d 0 2 0 20.062







6615J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 State of nitric oxide dimerFIG. 1. Contour plots of the 14 act
ive molecular orbitals calculated
at the CASPT2(18,14)/6-311G(2d)
•C2v optimum geometry and distrib-
uted according to their irreducible rep
resentation. The natural orbital occu
pation numbers ands–p symmetry
with respect to the molecular plane o
the dimer are also indicated.p orbitals
are given relative to a plane parallel t
the molecular one and shifted to th
































keptbinding energy~Table IV! ~i.e., BECP52.53 kcal/mol at the
CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G~2d) level! agrees well with the ex-
perimental value~i.e., 3.160.3 kcal/mol, see Table III! and
lies within the accuracy of this method~e.g., 7.4% of relative
error in theDe of NO molecule!. A study of the basis se
effect in the BE, BSSE, and the electric dipole moment
presented in Table IV along with several MRCI calculation
The MRCI reference spaces were chosen so that a bala
description of both thecis-NO dimer and the two NO mol-
ecules at a large internuclear distance was obtained, tha
the CSFs with the greatest weights either at the dimer o
the 2 NO supermolecule CASSCF calculations were
cluded. The two reference spaces can be related in a d
way to the main CSFs in the previous CASSCF~18,14! cal-
culations, which are tabulated in Table V. The first referen
space, comprising six CSFs, derives from the configurati
corresponding to CSFs number 1, 2, 3, and 6. Analogou
the second reference space includes the ten CSFs whic
rive from the parent configurations corresponding to all
six main CSFs in Table V; each one of the 3, 4, 5, and
CSFs have another counterpart CSF. The reference CSF
counted for approximately 87% of the wave function
a similar way as in the CASPT2 calculations~ca. 88%!
~Table V!.
As can be seen in Table IV, the 6-311G(2d) basis set
and several correlation-consistent Dunning’s basis sets h
been used, apart from the 6-311G(2d) basis set, in the cal
culation of the BE and BECP energies at the CASPT2~18,14!
level. The geometries of the monomer and dimer have b
kept fixed at their CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G(2d) values. The
calculated BE values slightly overestimate the experime
value of thecis-NO dimer in all cases, the result with th
cc-pVDZ basis set being the nearest to the experimental
As refers to the BECP, the BSSE correction shifts the ene
gies to the correct values, and the best result is the one
tained with the cc-pVTZ basis, which lies within the boun



















6-311G(2d) and 6-311G1(2d) results. The magnitude o
the BSSE energy is remarkable with values that range fr
around 73%~cc-pVDZ! to around 14%~cc-pVQZ! of the
BE. It is also evident that a limit value of the three prope
ties, BE, BSSE, and BECP would be obtained by increasin
the size of the cc-pVnZ basis, although the function describ
ing this dependence may not be the same in all cases.
FIG. 2. Ab initio CASSCF/CASPT2~18/14!/6-311G(2d) curves of the en-
rgy of thecis- and trans-NO dimers in their lowest singlet states as
function of the NN distance. The NO distances and the NNO angles are
fixed at their optimal values:v cis-~NO!2, RNO51.1594 Å and/NNO
594.5° andV trans-(NO2), RNO51.1594Å and/NNO5109.1°. Curves
represent an analytical fit by means of an exp-6 curve@Eq. ~15!#: solid line
































2258.795 700 3.5403 1.1604 109.1 180.0 0 0.20 0.24 64.0 27.9 1878.0 26.6 1877.7
CASPT2~18,14!
/6-311G(2d)d
2259.392 092 2.7754 1.1594 109.1 180.0 0 1.28~0.42! 0.53 204.9 62.6 1852.1 62.4 1841.1 48.6
CASPT2D~14,12!
/ANO@5s4p3d2f #e,f
2259.485 84 2.70 1.152 108.6 180.0 0 1.61 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
DFT-B3LYP
/6-311G1(d) f
2259.852 71 1.871 1.155 108.6 180.0 0 26.69 ¯ 277 796 1901 260 1783 79
DFT-PLAP1 XC
/6-311G1(d)g




a a a b b a
CASSCF~18,14!
/6-311G(2d)h
2258.795 603 3.5293 1.1606 91.0 57.8 0.305420.061 20.037 22.7 51.6 1890.3 39.5 1889.4 19.9i
CASPT2~18,14!
/6-311G(2d)d
2259.391 623 2.9596 1.1590 101.1 113.7 0.133520.29 20.13 179.6 48.3 1824.5 111.2 1814.8 129.i
aBinding energy with respect to NO1NO at 20 Å fortrans-NO dimer and respect totrans-NO dimer for TS. The BE-BSSE energies are given in parenthe
bDifference of calculated zero-point vibrational energy between thetrans-NO dimer and the NO1NO asymptotic energy~including nexe when available! or
between the TS and thetrans-NO dimer.
cMasses of the most abundant isotopes~14N and16O! are used in the calculation of the harmonic vibrational frequencies which correspond to: sym. NNO
NN str., sym. NO str., asym. NNO bend, asym. NO str. and torsion modes, respectively. Thez-axis is theC2 axis. In C2 point group the irreducible
representations becomea andb class.
dHarmonic frequencies and geometry derived with a lower active space~14,12! by means of an analytical fit of 45~C2h minimum! and 62 (C2 TS) ab initio
points, carried out with the SURVIBTM code68. An estimate of the mean relative errors in frequencies~goodness of the fit! gives a value of,7% for the low
n i and,1% for the two highestn i .
eThe RNN distance was optimized keeping fixed the rest of the geometrical parameters. BE was equal to 0.92 kcal/mol once the BSSE was includ
fReference 44.
gReference 46.



































CASPT2 with the G2 correction tends to overestimate
BECP value in the valence-only CBS limit. The increase
the basis set with more diffuse functions tends to desc
better the BE in one case@i.e., 6-311G1(2d)# but augment
too much the BE in the other case~i.e., aug-cc-pVTZ!. As
concerns the MRCI results, the BE shows in general a be
agreement with the experimental value than for the CASP
level, although no correction for the BSSE has been
tained. The values are rather stable with respect to the siz
the MRCI space and to the basis set employed.
The values predicted for the dipole moment oscilla
although the best results are obtained with the largest b
sets or with those including diffuse functions as could
expected. The value calculated at the CASPT2~18,14!/cc-
pVQZ level ~0.1786 D! differs only by 4.4% from the ex-
perimental value. Nevertheless, to our knowledge there
only one experimental measure for this magnitude withou
reported error bar. In the literature there are very few cal
lations ofme for the singlet state of thecis-NO dimer which
compare much worse than that reported in this work. Th
several DFT calculations give values ranging from 0.092
0.163 D,41,46 and a recent MRCI-SD/cc-pVTZ study gives
value of 0.238 D.40
The CASSCF calculated low harmonic frequencies~n1 ,
n2 , n4 , andn6! disagree with the experimental ones due
















the CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G(2d) values show an excellen
accord with the gas-phase experimental values.4,6 In fact,
there is a dispersion of the experimental low frequencies a
is summarized in Table III, possibly originated by the en
ronmental perturbations produced in condensed phases
this weak dimer.6 The calculated values improve all previou
ab initio or DFT results as can be seen in Tables II and
The calculated torsiona2 frequency presents the highe
separation with respect to the experimental values. Our e
mate of a mean relative error of about 5% in its derivati
does not explain this difference. However, the description
this mode possibly would require the calculation of a larg
number ofab initio points ~which is very CPU demanding!,
in C1 andC2 symmetries, than the value finally used in o
estimate. Moreover, an enhancement could also be expe
by using Dunning’s cc-pVnZ basis sets with the CASPT
method, although in a previous CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVDZ
calculation6,40 almost the same value~i.e., 190.2 cm21! was
obtained.
Table VI displays the calculated properties of the low
singlet state (1Ag) of the trans-NO dimer. A similar behavior
as for the cis-NO dimer is found when CASSCF an
CASPT2 optimum geometries are compared. In particu
the results with the 6-311G1(2d) basis set are worse tha
those obtained with the 6-311G(2d) one. The minimum is
SSE
6617J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 State of nitric oxide dimerTABLE VII. Parameters of theab initio CASSCF/CASPT2~18/14!/6-311G(2d) fittings performed in Figs. 1–3















1.4893104 3.003 2.223 103 2.3304 4.30
6.7083105 5.312 8.5473102 2.3678 2.54
cis-~NO!2(
3B2)
5.1233104 3.506 1.7943103 2.9885 1.08
4.4053104 3.627 7.2773102 3.2920 0.28
trans-~NO!2(
1Ag)
2.1713105 4.528 1.5973103 2.8165 1.29
1.0963104 3.112 1.083 103 3.0168 0.52
trans-~NO!2(
3Au)
2.2803104 3.179 1.9423103 2.9764 1.02



































barely stable and the NN distance extremely long~i.e., 4.26
Å! at the CASSCF~18,14! level. A much longer NN distance
is found for thetrans-NO dimer@i.e., 2.7754 Å with a grid of
45 CASPT2~14,12!/6-311G~2d) points# than for thecis-NO
one. The BSSE correction lengthens the NN distance to
proximately 3.0168 Å~Table VII and Fig. 2!. The present
results differ from the shorter NN DFT distances44,46 and
agree with previousab initio studies44 Comparing the NN
distance, which is the most relevant geometrical param
for thecis-andtrans-NO dimers, it is observed thatb initio
UMP2 ~Ref. 42! and DFT~Refs. 44–46! studies always yield
an NN distance shorter for thetrans-NO dimer, in an oppo-
site behavior to the multiconfigurationalb initio results ob-
tained in the present work or in Ref. 44. It is possible that
accurate and complete description of the main propertie
these dimers cannot be obtained with monoreferenceab ini-
tio or standard DFT methods. Regarding the rest of g
metrical parameters~i.e., RNO and ,NNO!, similar values
were found in all studies for thetrans-NO dimer. The calcu-
lated BE shows that thetrans-NO dimer is much less stabl
than the cis-NO dimer ~i.e., 3.03 kcal/mol at the
CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G~2d) level and 2.01 kcal/mol includ-
ing the BSSE corrections with respect to thecis-NO dimer!
in agreement with previous DFT studies, whose values ra
from 3.15 to 5.45 kcal/mol~Ref. 45! or from 2.92 to 4.72
kcal/mol.46
Comparison with anionic or cationic NO dimers such
~NO!2
2 and~NO!2
1 species in planarcis and trans structures,
indicates an opposite behavior in their stability and in th
NN distance. Thetrans- and cis-~NO!2
1 species have NN
distances equal to 2.2549 and 2.2774 Å at
UQCISD/6-311 G(3d f ) level, respectively, and thetrans-
species is 0.29 kcal/mol more stable than thecis one at the
RCCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVQZ ~no g! level at the indicated
geometries.84 The trans- andcis-~NO!2
2 species present NN
distances equal to 1.264 and 1.292 Å at t
B3LYP/6-311G1(d) level, respectively, and thetrans spe-
cies is 3.00 kcal/mol more stable than the cis one at
CASPT2D~15,12!/ANO@5s4p3d2 f # level at the indicated
geometries.44
A value of only 0.42 kcal/mol is obtained for the BECP
of the trans-NO dimer at the CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G~2d)
level. The inclusion of the calculatedDZPE correction~i.e.,










almost unbound, which agrees with the difficulty to get a
experimental information about this dimer.
The harmonic frequencies obtained for thetrans-NO
dimer are shown in Table VI. Unfortunately, the only pie
of experimental information indicative of its structure is th
value for thebu asymmetric NO stretching mode (n5) of
1747.1 cm21 ~Ref. 8! ~in Ar matrix!, 1759.57 cm21 ~Refs.
14, 85! ~in nitrogen matrix!, or 1764 cm21 ~Ref. 86! ~in
nitrogen matrix!, which is not so far from the
CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G(2d) one, 1841.1 cm21. Legay
et al.85 have also assigned an IR 1861.12 cm21 peak to the
symmetric NO stretching mode (n3) that becomes active un
der a strong cage effect in nitrogen matrices. The calcula
CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G~2d) value, 1852.1 cm21, compares
much better with this experimental one. Nevertheless
could be expected slightly higher experimental frequenc
in gas-phase than in isolated matrices, in a similar way a
was found for thecis-NO dimer ~Table III!, possibly giving
an even better agreement with then5 calculated value. The
values of the lower normal mode frequencies,n1 n2 , n4 ,
and n6 are even smaller than those obtained for thecis-
dimer, which is in accordance with its difference in the N
distance.
Our study was extended to include the path connec
the cis- and trans- dimers. Table VI shows the optimize
geometry for this TS at both CASSCF and CASPT2 leve
Focusing on the CASPT2 results, the predicted NN dista
is longer than that of thecis- and trans- dimers, which indi-
cates a weaker bond in the TS, the NO distance is slig
different from theirs, and the NNO angle is halfway that
the planar dimers. Most remarkable is the value of
ONNO dihedral angle, larger than 90° as could be expec
from Hammond’s rule. The characterization of thecis- and
trans-NO planar dimers along with the TS allows one
study thetrans ↔ cis isomerization and to relate it to th
experimental information.
The energies for these three species indicate that the
is situated only 0.29 kcal/mol above the less stabletrans-NO
dimer and as a consequence, below products 2 NO in a
1.0 kcal/mol. This value is much lower than the value es
mated in a DFT study45 which reports an energy barrier o




































































6618 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Sayós et al.are added to our calculation@for the TS an estimate of th
BSSE was calculated at the CASPT2~14,12! level with re-
spect to NO1NO#, the TS locates 0.33 kcal/mol below th
trans-NO dimer. Hence, the almost negligible energy barr
for the trans → cis conversion, and the smaller stability o
the trans-with respect thecis-NO dimer, could explain the
almost absence of available experimental information on
trans-NO dimer due to its rapid isomerization into th
cis-NO dimer, even at low temperatures~24–32 K!, in agree-
ment with the experimental data.17,85 In fact, there is not an
effective barrier in the pathcis→trans→2NO apart from its
small BE.
With these data oncis-, trans-NO dimers and its isomer
ization TS, we have performed a study of the dimer dis
ciation constantKc @i.e., the inverse of reaction~1! for
cis-NO dimer, trans-NO dimer, or cis1trans-NO dimers#
and of thetrans↔ cis isomerization, limited to the tempera
tures for which there exist some related experimental in
mation. The equilibrium constants are calculated in terms
partition functions within the rigid rotor-harmonic oscillato
approximation. Our results with the BECP energies for the
cis1trans dissociation at 100 K ~i.e., 1.1
31022molecule•cm3! show a reasonable agreement with t
only available old experimental value at the same temp
ture in gas-phase ((362)31021molecule•cm3).18 Our cal-
culations show thatKc increases with the temperature~ .g.,
1.931023 molecule•cm3 at 300 K!. The values calculated a
lower temperatures ~e.g., 1.3 1013 and 8.3
31015molecule•cm3 at 24 and 32 K, respectively! are quite
different from the experimental values obtained in a2
matrix17 (2.231019molecule•cm3,24– 32 K). However, as
the same authors suggest, the different environment~i.e.,
gas-phase vs. Ar or N2 isolated matrices! should affect the
binding energies and hence the equilibrium constant.
same effect has been observed in some of the measure
brational frequencies~see Table III!.
The calculated equilibrium constant for thetrans ↔ cis
isomerization changes from 6.831010 at 24 K to 8.3 1015 at
32 K ~0.21 at 300 K! and is also different with respect to th
estimated value derived from N2 matrix experiments
~Ncis/Ntrans'4.85 at 24–32 K!,
17 possibly for the same rea
sons indicated above. We have checked numerically
closer values would be obtained if thecis- and trans-NO
dimers had an almost equal binding energy.
C. Symmetry problems in the study of the NO dimers
We have encountered some symmetry-related probl
when calculating the binding energy for the different ele
tronic states of the NO dimers. For example, for thecis-NO
dimer (C2v) in its first singlet and triplet states (
1A1 and
3B2 , respectively!, when we calculate the absolute energ
for the asymptote, 2 NO, in the supermolecule approach
C2v symmetry for both the molecular frame and the wa
function, we find an energy difference between these
states which varies with the method~CASSCF or CASPT2!
and with the active space@~14.12! or ~18,14!#, amounting up
to as much as 9 kcal/mol. On the other hand, if we calcu
both states inCs symmetry (
1A8 and 3A9, respectively!,















keeping theC2v molecular frame, their energies coincid
There are works in the literature40 dealing with several elec
tronic states of different NO dimers in which this proble
must also be present and does not seem to have bee
counted for properly. The problem, as illustrated for the fi
singlet and triplet states of the dimers, is twofold: first, the
is an energy difference inC2v ~andC2h! symmetry between
the electronic states in the asymptote, and second, the sp
symmetry of the wave function for some of the states bre
on lowering the point group in which it is calculated.
As concerns the first problem, i.e., the origin of the e
ergy difference between the various electronic states of
dimer, it can be better understood by first studying the s
ation in an isolated NO(X 2P) molecule. For this molecule
in which one electron is placed in a degeneratep* system,
there are two pictures of the electron distribution: one el
tron localized in only one of the twop* orbitals~i.e., p2p* or
p2p8
8* ‘‘noncylindrical’’ description!; or an even partition of
the electrons in thep* system of the NO molecules~‘‘cylin-
drical’’ description with ‘‘half an electron’’ in eachp* or-
bital! thus keeping the correctC`v symmetry of the diatomic
molecular frame. Thus, any approximate wave function
the NO should be of the cylindrical type. Whether it is or n
of this type will condition, in particular, the geometry an
binding energy of the dimers. For 2 NO molecules at a c
tain intermolecular distance, the fourfold degeneracy of
NO(X 2P) molecule (spin1space) leads to 16 distinct elec
tronic states for 2NO(X 2P) molecules, eight singlets an
eight triplets, which can be grouped, neglecting the sp
orbit and further effects, into eight states~electronic molecu-
lar terms!, four singlets and four triplets. If we restrict ou
selves to theC2v and C2h symmetries, the correspondin
















We can divide these eight electronic states into two gro
by the structure of their CASSCF wave function: those
which, among the four quasidegeneratep* derived MOs,
there are only two orbitals involved in the two main CSFs
the CASSCF wave function~group I!, composed inC2v
symmetry of the 21A1 and 2
3B1 states; and those in whic
there are always the four orbitals involved~group II!, com-
posed of the1B2 ,
3B2 ,
1A2 , and
3A2 states~see tables in
next section!. If one analyzes the situation in the asympto
2 NO, and considers a supermolecule CASSCF calculat
it can be seen that for group I there arises a noncylindr
description of the NO molecules, whereas for group II th
are described in a cylindrical way. The energy differen
between groups I and II in the asymptote~we will name it
EI2EII! is, therefore, 2 times the energy difference in ea
one of the NO molecules looked at separately. An ene
difference will also arise in the interacting region, thus r
flecting the qualitative discrepancy between these two si
tions.
As concerns the symmetry breaking solutions, they
ists in general~in both spin and space! in monodeterminanta
































































6619J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 State of nitric oxide dimerin this group there can be included the open-shell HF
DFT-KS ~Kohn–Sham! wave functions. The breaking o
spatial symmetry can also exist in multiconfigurational S
wave functions ~MCSCF! as have been recognized
literature;88–91the important distinction between ‘‘real’’~that
is, the one motivated by, e.g., a Jahn–Teller distortion! and
‘‘artifactual’’ symmetry breaking~that is, the one due to
limitations in the wave function, as is our case! has been
noticed. Some methods have been applied91 to try and cir-
cumvent this problem, namely, doubling in size the act
space~‘‘orbital doubling’’ ! or performing a nonorthogona
CI ~namely, a CASSI approach!. This latter approach wa
applied by Rooset al. to the Ni2
1(4Su
2) molecule,91 but the
results were not considered fully satisfactory by the auth
because of an overestimation of the binding energy. T
main conclusion of that study was that although there i
large energy difference between the higher (D2h) and lower
(C2v) symmetry curves, this difference remains almost c
stant with respect to the internuclear distance, and that
actually possible to perform the calculation in the high
symmetry and still obtain a reasonable potential curve~in
fact, their D2h results are in better agreement with the e
perimental values than theirC2v-CASSI ones!.
We can now apply these considerations to our proble
in which for the states of group II as defined above,
CASSCF calculations give an energy lower~and equal to
that in group I! for the symmetry broken~C2v in Ni2
1 case,
Cs in ours! than for the symmetry-keeping solution~D2h ,
and C2v or C2h , respectively!, whereas the subseque
CASPT2 calculations reverse the energy order~as in Fig. 1
in Ref. 91!. In analogy with that work, we have checked o
whether the CASPT2C2v andCs curves are approximatel
parallel in the case of the lowest triplet states (3B2 or
3A9,
respectively! of the cis-NO dimer varying only the NN dis-
tance, and found that it is approximately so: theCs NN dis-
tance and binding energy are about 3.18 Å and 0.82 kcal/
~as compared to 2.99 Å and 1.08 kcal/mol, respectively,
the C2v case!. If we assume that the same holds true for t
other three states in group II, we can accept the symme
keeping solution as the correct one for each of them; it se
also reasonable to compare theC2v /C2h curves for these
states with those in group I, i.e., we can consider that b
groups of states have a common asymptote and ‘‘resca
the whole curves by the amountEI2EII at each level of
calculation considered. Thus, this argument, derived fr
the analysis of symmetry breaking, provides a way of ov
coming the energy difference problem. It is under these
sumptions that we present the results in the next section
There is a certain relationship between the two proble
analyzed above. The differences between the cylindrical
noncylindrical descriptions are present because the CAS
function is limited~in a full CI calculation, their energy mus
coincide!,89 whereas it is known that for MCSCF wave fun
tions more than one solution can exist in general becaus
the nonlinearity of the self-consistent method. The symme
breaking problem arises in situations when two or more c
figurations cannot be treated with comparable accuracy,
leading to instabilities in the wave function; these instab





























wave function.88–96 Quite surprisingly, even for the very
large active spaces used in this work,~14,12! and ~18,14!,
both problems are present. There seem to be several wa
dealing equivalently with all the considered electronic stat
a CASSI1CASPT2 approach would accept the symme
broken solution for the states in group II and try to symm
trize and bring them to a description equivalent to those
group I, whereas an average between the states in gro
~i.e., in C2v they would be 2
1A1 on the one hand and 2
3B1
on the other! would try to make them similar to those i
group II. A third possibility, in principle, would be to per
form all the calculations inCs symmetry, given the coinci-
dence of the energy of the eight electronic states in the 2
asymptote and the fact that theC2v /C2h curves are almos
parallel to theCs ones. In this case, group I are nonsymme
breaking and group II, symmetry breaking states. This
proach is not feasible, because it is known that the symm
problem in the wave function reflects itself in the geomet
structure.90 Therefore, all these approaches are probably v
costly for the extensive study presented here, or they do
even work~we have checked it for the state averaging a
for the Cs reduction of symmetry!. We believe that the bes
compromise solution is to accept theC2v /C2h solutions as
the correct ones, as we have carried out.
D. Calculated properties of the first triplet state for
the cis - and trans -NO dimers
We have performed a CASSCF/CASPT2 study of t
lowest triplet state of thecis- andtrans-NO dimers, under the
assumptions commented on in the last section. Figures 3
4 depict analytical fits @using Eq. ~15!# of the
FIG. 3. Ab initio CASSCF/CASPT2~18/14!/6-311G(2d) curve of the en-
ergy of thecis-NO dimer in its lowest triplet state as a function of the N
distance. The NO distances and the NNO angles are kept fixed at the
mal values of the singlet state:RNO51.1594 Å and/NNO594.5°. Curves
represent an analytical fit by means of an exp-6 curve@Eq. ~15!# solid line































































6620 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Sayós et al.CASSCF/CASPT2~18,14!/6-311G~2d) energies, with and
without the BSSE, corresponding to the lowest triplet sta
(3B2 and
3Au! of both dimers as a function of the NN dis
tance. The NO distances and the NNO angles were kept fi
at the values of their lowest singlet states. Table VII summ
rizes the parameters of these exp-6 fits and the BE, BECP,
and the optimum NN distance for these dimers. The leng
ening of the NN distance is remarkable with respect to
analogous singlet curves, and the decrease in their stabil
their magnitudes being very little once added the BSSE.
for the singlet curves, the addition of the BSSE leads t
longer NN distance. Thetrans singlet and triplet curves ar
more similar than theircis counterparts. Singlet states a
always the lowest ones for both dimers, and thecis-dimers
are more stable than thetrans-dimers in the lowest single
and triplet states. Nevertheless, it must be taken into acc
that the results for the little stable triplet dimers could ha
changed slightly if a complete geometrical optimizati
would have been performed.
The lower stability and longer NN distance of the tripl
cis-NO dimer (3B2) with respect to the singlet (
1A1) could
be explained by the fact that the triplet state wave funct
differs mainly from the singlet one by two single excitation
namely, following the notation in Table V, 4tha1→2nd b2
~s andp bonding, respectively, with respect to the NN bon!
and 4thb1→2nd a2 ~s andp antibonding!, thus implying a
weakening of the NN bond~thep bonding is expected to b
weaker than thes one! and a decrease in stability of th
triplet state in its equilibrium geometry. On the other han
the lower stability of thetrans-NO dimer (1Ag) with respect
to the cis-one (1A1) could be attributed to the larger rati
between the coefficients of the antibonding and bonding c
FIG. 4. Ab initio CASSCF/CASPT2~18/14!/6-311G(2d) curve of the en-
ergy of thetrans-NO dimer in its lowest triplet state as a function of the N
distance. The NO distances and the NNO angles are kept fixed at the
mal values of the singlet state:RNO51.1594 Å and /NNO5109.1°.
Curves represent an analytical fit by means of an exp-6 curve@Eq. ~15!#:














figurations in the former~i.e., and referring again to Table V
0.57/0.74'0.77 for the trans-and 0.44/0.82'0.54 for the
cis-dimer!.
A comparison with existingab initio studies of the sin-
glet and tripletcis- and trans-NO dimers35,46 reveals some
differences with the present work. In Benzelet al.35 SCF/DZ
geometric optimization of the singletcis- and trans-NO
dimers are carried out, yielding the singlettrans-NO dimer
form as the most stable and the triplet states always highe
energy than the singlet ones; however, MP2 pointwise c
culations on the singlet states reverse the order, thus pla
the singletcis- lower than the singletrans-NO dimer in
accord with the present results.
Recently, Salahubet al.41,46 have performed a more ex
tensive study with a variety of DFT functionals, in which fu
geometric optimization was made, obtaining in this case
triplet cis-NO dimer as the most stable species. Althou
reasonable geometries were found~however, NN distances
were shorter by about 0.1 Å for thecis-NO dimer!, binding
energies were overestimated in comparison with the exp
mental values~see Tables III and IV!. Thus, their calculated
BECP for the fully optimized geometries range in the inte
vals 6.12 to 11.86 and 6.77 to 14.62 kcal/mol for thecis-NO
dimer in its singlet and triplet states, respectively; for t
trans-NO dimer the following intervals were observed: 3.2
to 7.19 and 6.59 to 13.98 kcal/mol, respectively. The auth
suggest as a possible explanation of this large overestima
of the BE by all DFT methods the high degree of multire
erence character of these states~in the present work it is
observed that at least two CSFs are necessary for each
Table V! that could be a rather serious obstacle for an
equate DFT treatment. In that work it is found that the fi
singlet state of each dimer was higher in energy than
triplet one at their optimum geometries~i.e., from 0.30 to
3.61 kcal/mol and from 3.29 to 7.06 kcal/mol, respective!
in opposite behavior to the results of our work and to t
usual assumption that the ground states of thecis- and
trans-NO dimers should be singlets.
A careful analysis of BE computed at DFT level show
that there is a remarkable parallelism between the CASS
CASPT2 and DFT approaches concerning the dependenc
the results on the symmetry of the wave function. We ha
s udied this parallelism briefly by repeating and extend
some of the DFT calculations performed by Salahubet al.46
We have used theGAUSSIAN 94 package97 restricting our-
selves to the BP86 functional~i.e., Becke 88 expression fo
exchange and Perdew 86 expression for correlation!, a d
with the standard 6-311G(d) basis set, which we think is
the closest to their set available to us. The results we ob
~Table VIII! are similar enough for our purposes to those
Salahubet al. Most important are the results obtained at t
2 NO asymptote: 2 times the energy of an NO monom
(23NO) is not necessarily equal to the 2 NO energy co
puted as a supermolecule. To be precise, and as Table
indicates, the supermolecule broken symmetry energy~i.e.,
understood in the sense of an unrestricted wave funct!
does equal that of 2 NO monomers, but if we prolong t
3B2 curve~lowest triplet at thecis optimum geometry! to the






















a1 a1 a1 b1 b1 a2
1A1 2259.891 061 2.0626 1.1624 99.9 0.1072 9.91 1.92 261.9 384.4 1865.5 656.7 1715.7
3B2 2259.899 026 2.0371 1.1641 111.4 0.1529 14.91~17.80! 1.41 159.5 338.3 1847.9 473.3 1684.8 253
aBinding energy with respect to two noncylindrical NO molecules~23ENO52259.875 253 H at the optimum distance of 1.1615 Å! calculated separately a
the same level of theory. In parentheses the BE calculated using the asymptote NO1NO at 20 Å for the3B2 curve ~2259.870 658 H!.
bDifference of calculated zero-point vibrational energy between thecis-NO dimer and the NO1NO asymptotic energy. BE-DZPE5D0 is the binding energy
of the van der Waals dimer with zero-point vibrational energy corrections.
cHarmonic vibrational frequencies which correspond to: sym. NNO bend, NN str., sym. NO str., asym. NNO bend, asym. NO str. and torsio























former of about 3 kcal/mol. Moreover, if we lower the sym
metry of the triplet wave function toCs , we recover the
coincidence with the broken symmetry and 23NO energies.
If we correct for the energy difference in the asymptote f
lowing our criterion about comparing different states, w
find a cis-NO dimer triplet stability even larger~i.e., 17.80
kcal/mol! than that calculated by taking the 23NO asymp-
tote. Therefore, the results are in greater contradiction w
the experimental evidence and with ourab initio study. We
think that similar deviations, either for or against the expe
ment, could be found in other DFT previous calculatio
where this correction was not considered.
E. Vertical energies of the cis - and trans -NO dimers
Further single point calculations have been carried ou
the vertical energies corresponding to the eight lowest e
tronic states ofcis- and trans-NO dimers calculated at th
optimal geometries of their corresponding lowest singlet a
triplet states ~see Tables II, VI, and VII! at the







of the energetic ordering in each geometry. The energ
calculated with the~14,12! and~18,14! active spaces are ver
alike. For thecis singlet state, it is remarkable the relative
large separation of states~about 20 kcal/mol, Table IX!, the
3B2 being the first excited state~7.3 kcal/mol above
1A1!;
only the first1A1 state is below products, 2 NO, at this g
ometry. The ordering and the relative spacings of these e







3B1! is in close agreement with that obtained b
East40 ~in this article theYZ plane was the molecular plan
instead of theXZ plane used in the present work. Thus,B2
and B1 states will be interchanged! at a MRCI/cc-pVTZ
level based in CASSCF~2,6! calculations at the experimenta







3B1!. For instance, in that
work the 3B2 excitation energy was equal to 6.
62.9 kcal/mol above the ground1A1 state. On the other
hand, the computed difference between the 5th and the
electronic states is very small@e.g., 0.6920.84 kcal/mol at
the CASPT2~18,14! level to be compared with 0.70 kcal/mof
-
.
FIG. 5. Computed CASSCF/
CASPT2~18/14!/6-311G(2d) energies
of the eight lowest electronic states o
thecis-andtrans-NO dimers at the op-
timal geometries of their correspond
ing lowest singlet and triplet states
The zero of energy is taken in
NO(2P)1NO(2P) to facilitate their



















































6622 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Sayós et al.at the MRCI level#, and the relative ordering of the thre
states comprised could also change depending on the a
racy of theab initio method. The same author observes t
the relative energy between the 5th and the 6th electro
states~i.e., 3B1,
3A2! decreases significantly from CCSD~T!
to the most accurate MRCI calculations~see Fig. 7 in Ref.
40!. On the other hand, the problem mentioned in the pre
ous section on the CASSCF~2,6!/cc-pVTZ energies for the
NO1NO asymptotes, should be possibly somewhat low
for the MRCI asymptotes, although its introduction cou
modify slightly some of his excitation energies.
The predicted ordering of states at thetrans singlet ge-
ometry is similar to thecis one but the energy gap betwee
the states has been considerably reduced~i. ., it is about 3.4
TABLE IX. Calculated vertical excitation energies at the CASSC
CASPT2~18/14! level for thecis-NO dimer at the optimum geometry of th








1A1 0.00 ~0.00! 0.00 ~0.00! 0.82(2000)20.44(0020)
3B2 5.56 ~5.46! 7.25 ~7.29! 0.79(1001)10.50(0110)
1B2 7.24 ~7.15! 9.16 ~9.16! 0.78(1001)10.52(0110)
2nd 1A1 10.71~10.71! 12.55~12.60! 0.60(0200)20.71(0002)
1A2 11.16~11.26! 13.47~13.95! 0.73(1100)10.57(0011)
3A2 11.28~11.37! 13.56~14.05! 0.74(1100)10.56(0011)
3B1 11.96~12.10! 14.31~14.64! 0.94 ~0101!
2nd 3B1 17.19~17.37! 19.75~20.21! 0.94 ~1010!
aEnergies referred to the lowest1A1 state. The geometry was optimized wit
the 6-311G(2d) basis set. Energies in parentheses are values for 6-
1G(2d) basis set~see text!.
bCoefficients of the two principal CSFs in the CASSCF wave funct
@6-311G(2d) basis set#. The parentheses show the two-electron occupa
of the four orbitals~4th a1 , 2nda2 , 4th b1 , 2ndb2! deriving from thep*
orbitals of the separate NO monomers~i.e., in each NO molecule one
electron occupies ap* orbital!. These 4 MOs vary their occupation in th
two main CSFs of the different electronic states~see Table V for the rest of
the MO of the 11A1!.
TABLE X. Calculated vertical excitation energies at the CASSC
CASPT2~18/14! level for thetrans-NO dimer at the optimum geometry o








1Ag 0.00~0.00! 0.00 ~0.00! 0.74(2000)20.57(0020)
3Au 20.085~20.14! 0.40 ~0.45! 0.71(1100)20.60(0011)
2nd 1Ag 0.32~0.29! 0.77 ~0.76! 0.68(0200)20.64(0002)
1Au 0.41~0.35! 0.86 ~0.85! 0.70(1100)10.60(0011)
3Bu 0.51~0.47! 1.16 ~1.17! 0.94 ~0101!
1Bg 0.83~0.78! 1.30 ~1.28! 0.69(1001)10.63(0110)
3Bg 1.01~0.96! 1.67 ~1.71! 0.74(1001)20.56(0110)
2nd 3Bu 2.77~2.73! 3.40 ~3.42! 0.94 ~1010!
aEnergies referred to the lowest1Ag state. The geometry was optimized wit
the 6-311G(2d) basis set. Energies in parentheses are values for 6-
1G(2d) basis set~see text!.
bCoefficients of the two principal CSFs in the CASSCF wave funct
@6-311G(2d) basis set#. The parentheses show the two electron occupa
of the four orbitals~4th ag , 2ndau , 4th bu , 2ndbg! deriving from thep*
orbitals of the separate NO monomers~i.e., in each NO molecule one
electron occupies ap* orbital!. These four MOs vary their occupation i
the two main CSFs of the different electronic states~see Table V for the





kcal/mol, Table X!. In the cis- and trans-triplet optimum
geometries the states are very much close together, and
both 3B1 states and the
3Bu state are a little above produc
~i.e., 0.4–0.6 kcal/mol!, the rest of states being stable. Figu
5 shows that the longer the NN distance in the NO dimer,
closer to each other and with respect to 2 NO the electro
states are, as should be expected~i.e., the eight degenerat
electronic states derive from 2 NO(X 2P) molecules!.
Finally, we note that the addition of diffuse functions
of minor importance in the calculation of the vertical ene
gies~i.e., Tables IX and X!. This conclusion is in agreemen
with a recentab initio study,40 and it is due to the non-
Rydberg character of the eight NO-dimer states considere
this case~i.e., valence states!, which arise from theX 2P
states of the two NO molecules. Only in those dimer state
which participate the RydbergA 2S of NO or ionic states of
NO ~i.e., those correlating with NO11NO2!,40 is it expected
that diffuse functions play a relevant role. We also recall t
at the CASSCF level the 6-311G(2d) basis set worsens
the geometries of thecis- and trans-NO dimers; the same
tendency was observed in several DFT calculations of
cis-NO dimer.43 Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume t
the incorporation of diffuse functions on the geometric op
mization at the CASPT2 level, would not alter to a gre
extent the results obtained with the 6-311G(2d) basis set.
The inclusion of the dynamical correlation is the most im
portant factor in the determination of the NN distance a
compensates clearly the opposite basis set effect.
In further calculations we performed, the six stat
which are the lower in their symmetry were optimized forcis
and trans geometries at the CASSCF~18,14!/6-311G(2d)
level, all of them resulting stable with respect to 2 NO, ev
though their NN distance was very long~from 3.40 to 4.1 Å!
and their BE quite small~from 0.01 to 0.30 kcal/mol!. Point-
wise CASPT2 calculations increased their stability~from
0.05 to 0.80 kcal/mol! and would possibly shorten the NN
distance and increase the stability had a geometric optim
tion been carried out.
In all the calculations we have neglected the spin–o
effect. TheX 2P state of the NO molecule splits into2P1/2
and 2P3/2 (D50.34 kcal/mol).
74 This small interaction, in
turn, splits the 2 NO asymptote into three:2P1/21
2P1/2
(2D) 2P1/21
2P3/2 @this asymptote coincides with the un
split NO(2P)1NO(2P)#, and 2P3/21
2P3/2(1D).
Experimentally,9,10 the n31n5 IR excitation of thecis-NO
dimer produces mainly (77%67%) the2P1/21
2P3/2 chan-
nel and the rest (2165%) via the2P1/21
2P1/2 channel. The
2n5 IR excitation increases (3966%) the extent of the
2P1/21
2P1/2 channel. Thus, the derived experimental av
agedD0 energies@with values of the uncertainties similar t
D ~Table III!# could be directly compared with theab initio
values referred to the NO(2P)1NO(2P), and this spin–
orbit effect would not affect our main conclusion regardi
the relative stability of the singlet and tripletcis- and
trans-NO dimers; moreover, the spin–orbit effect would al
extend to the~NO!2 interacting region, making the possib
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We have performed a systematic study on the pla
cis-andtrans-NO dimers at the CASSCF and CASPT2 leve
of calculation, focusing on the lowest eight electronic~sin-
glet and triplet! states. The geometry, frequencies, dipo
moment, binding energy, and vertical excitation energies
predicted with an accuracy close or even better than the
reportedab initio results for some of these properties@e.g.,
MRCI, ACPF, or CCSD~T! methods# and in very good
agreement with the available experimental data.
A comparison between the CASSCF and CASPT2
MRCI calculations makes evident the need of accounting
the dynamical correlation in some way to describe th
shallow dimers. Concerning the active space used, we
ferred the~18,14! because it is marginally superior to th
~14,12! and for the sake of consistency with parallel work w
are performing on the O(1D)1N2O reaction. One can expec
a convergence of the calculated CASPT2~18,14! properties
of the cis-NO dimer ~e.g., BECP or dipole moment! with
respect to the increase in size and quality of the basis
although a geometrical optimization of both the dimer a
the NO monomer could be necessary in order to impr
further the results obtained. The inclusion of the dynami
correlation by means of the MRCI method yields values
BE not very different from those obtained at the CASP
level. The good values obtained in any case with
6-311G(2d) basis set, if only approximate for the dipo
moment, combined with its moderate size, justify its elect
as the basis set used throughout this extensive study. M
over, not only are BSSE corrections necessary in orde
determine accurately the binding energies, but they are
important for predicting the geometry~especially the NN
distance! of these dimers.
A problem with the symmetry of the wave function h
been noticed for the NO dimers and for the NO1NO asymp-
tote. In analogy with previous studies, this problem can
circumvented if one takes into account the weak bonding
any of the electronic states, which allows one to take
symmetry-keeping solutions as approximately correct
comparing them after a proper rescaling of the energies.
Present results show the existence of at least four s





3Au!!, although CASSCF optimization
on the lowest excited electronic states indicates that
stable dimers could also be found once the dynamical co
lation is added. The vertical excitation energies were ca
lated for these four dimers. For thecis-NO dimer, the order-








3B1! are very close
to those found in MRCI previous studies. The singletcis-NO
dimer (1A1) is the most stable in almost quantitative acco
with the experimental data. The addition of diffuse ba
functions has been found not to be very important for
main part of the present study, with the exception of
dipole moment calculations. On the other hand, none of
DFT studies has to our knowledge, given good estimate
all these properties in a balanced way~e.g., whenever the
geometries are rather good the BE are quite different fr






























that tripletcis- or trans-NO dimers are more stable than si
glet ones. In fact, DFT studies predict a similar NN distan
for both dimers, whereas present and previousab initio stud-
ies show a much longer NN distance for thetrans-NO dimer
and as a consequence, a smaller stability.
A nonplanar transition state for the singlettrans ↔ cis
isomerization has also been characterized, and shows a
ligible energy barrier, which indicates a rapid isomerizati
to the most stablecis-NO dimer at low temperatures. Thi
behavior would be in agreement with the experimental di
culties to detect thetrans-NO dimer.
Very recent experimental studies on the dynamics of
reaction Eq.~14! attach quite an unexpected importance
the NO dimers. Therefore, a potential surface for this re
tion describing these and other high-energy N2O2 isomers
with a similar and good accuracy seems mandatory if o
has to perform theoretical dynamic studies on this react
This study is in progress in our laboratory.
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